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An unfortunate truth is that life safety
developments are something of an 
arms race in the face of the ever-
changing market and new safety 
concerns. It is almost certain that 
several decades ago, when levers 
replaced knobs, safety engineers took 
a step back and briefly though to 
themselves, "This is the safest possible 
installment."

Of course, construction professionals 
who have daily experience with ADA 
accessibility laws, NFPA 101, and 
NFPA 80 are probably thinking the 
same thing after each code update. 
Levers are certainly the preferred 
installation for ADA compliance, as 
they reduce the need for grasping, 
twisting or pinching that knobs or 
thumb-turns require. However, in 
hospitals and mental health facilities, 
an extra level of protection is 
required - ligature-resistant 
hardware. 

In the June 2016 issue of Doors + 
Hardware, I described the different 
requirements of ligature-resistant 
hardware in an article titled, Keeping 
Patients Safe Through Life Safety 
Hardware. Ligature-resistant 
hardware must be smooth and sloped 
so that it does not offer any fastening 
points - and thus reduce hanging 
deaths in hospital settings, which 
could be described as being epidemic 
levels. A few basic features that define 
litature-resistant hardware are: 

 Recessed trim
 Sloped surfaces
 Concealed mounting
 Internal clutch in lever

A good example of these designs in 
action is an ligature-resistant hinge; it 
features smooth caps that offer too 
much slope for attachment points. 
Other hardware, like levers, could also 
feature a clutching mechanism that 
releases the lever if it receives any 
weight so that nothing can hang off it. 

These features can deny opportunities 
to patients looking for attachment 
points in hospital rooms, although they 
are far from perfect. In years past, 
hardware design was focused on in-
room issues; when a hospital door is 
closed and patients are alone in their 
rooms. However, it is extremely 
important to be flexible and be able to 
change to meet new challenges, 
especially in the life safety department.

Hallway safety is now becoming even 
more important. Travis Worthington, 
MBA, CFI, CFO, Southeast Region 
Code Compliance Consultant, DH Pace 
Company, Inc. recently faced this 
problem. In a recent mental health 
installation, a life safety surveyor 
required angle hinges or continuous 
hinges to prevent hanging points 
located within the room on the 
bathroom and closet doors, but also 
requested all corridor door hinges be 
replaced with continuous hinges as well. 

This facility has more than 500 corridor doors, 
making this change a timely and costly process in 
an area not even accessible to patients.  

When posed with this question, hardware experts 
were forced to admit this is not a hardware issue. 
While standard hinges on corridor doors could 
present a ligature point if the door was not fully 
shut, the standard operating procedures of the 
facility - keeping patient doors shut at all times - 
would remove that risk. The issues facing this 
facility were purely related to liability. Mistakes 
can happen, and a slightly ajar door in the wrong 
room would certainly be a life safety issue. 

tion. They serve as an advocate for the mentee whenev-
er the opportunity presents itself and are always seeking 
opportunities for increased visibility and deeper under-
standing. In many cases, playing devil’s advocate to help 
the mentee think through important decisions, strategies
or application.

Example: If Alex saw something on a project he was 
working on individually that could be used as a learning
tool, he would do something very di�cult. He would stop, 
call down to me and say “Son, grab your notebook and 
come down here. I have something you have got to see.” 
Some of the most challenging projects I worked on were 
the ones Alex pulled me into. He did not give me the 
answers; rather, he empowered me to think, and 
challenged me to understand and not be intimidated at
the chance of failure.

3. Regularly challenging you to be more. A mentor 
pushes you to hone and learn new skills while igniting a 
passion for your craft. They are willing to take you under 
their wing for the sole purpose of helping you stay 
motivated and discover your own identity and path. 
Mentors look for ways to make you successful; many 
times with the hope that you surpass their greatest 
accomplishments.

Example: Alex never spoke to me as if I was inferior. His 
expectation was clear—work hard, but more importantly
work smart. Enjoy what you do, share your passion with 
others and ask a lot of questions—just not the same one 
twice.

No matter what position, role or title you hold, mentors 
are there. Seek out those special individuals who are
willing to share and invest in your growth. Thank you to 
all the mentors in our industry that take the time to 
uphold the integrity of our profession, share the passion 
for our work and take the time to put someone else’s 
success before your own. During the four years I spent 
with Alex before his passing, I did not realize how much 
of an impact he had, not only on my career but my life as 
a whole. Our relationship was more than a close working 
relationship that later evolved into a rock solid friendship 
built on trust and respect for each other. I am grateful to 
have had Alex Graham as my mentor, guiding me. 

DAN WHITE is the Product Development
Manager for Hager Companies. He can be
reached at dwhite@hagerco.com.
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Life safety issues are a hot topic for the door hardware industry. They are a huge topic of interest 
today, and a brief overview of the history of the industry will show that many technological 
advances have been made in the interest of life safety. Major examples include panic exit devices, 
doors that open in the direction of egress, and lighted exit signs. 
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This ligature-
resistant hinge 
features smooth 
caps that offer 
too much slope 
for attachment 
points. 

This swing-clear hinge 
features 90-degree bend 
that holds the door 
completely away from the 
frame when in the open 
position. This feature 
provides more space in a 
narrow frame to reach 
the 32" clear width 
required by ADA. 



This may start o� like a story your 
parents told you as a child, but it 
really happened this way. My first 
day of work in this industry started 
on a Monday, Jan. 22, to be exact. I 
had loaded all of my necessities into 
the back of my car the previous day, 
left the love of my life standing in a 
driveway (we got married a year 
later) and headed south from St. 
Louis to Memphis through a snow-
storm to start working for a company
I knew little about that specialized in 
an industry I knew nothing about.

Although I knew nothing about what
I was going to be doing, I did know I 
was going to make it work. So, I 
headed in early, anticipating the
excitement of filling out human
resource forms, finding out where 
the locker filled with pens and note 
pads was, and hopefully locating a
bathroom along the way. As expect-
ed, a woman named Nancy greeted 
me out front and said, “Follow me, 
we have some paperwork to fill out.” 
I smiled. No sooner than I had sat 
down, a man with a boisterous voice, 
suspenders and a Ventair hat came 
into the room and said, “Grab your 
things, we have work to do. Nancy, 
he can fill this stu� out tonight when 
he gets home.”

Until that point, I only knew this man 
as Alex, that I would be working 
closely with him and that the three 
people who had been given this 
opportunity before me were no 
longer employed there. Needless to 
say, I was apprehensive.

My first day with Alex consisted of, 
what I learned later, was a keying 
meeting, project walk through and 
multiple contractor visits. By the end 
of the day, I was beyond confused 
and tired but remember thinking I 
can learn so much from this man. 
Throughout that first day with Alex, 
without saying it, he made it very 
clear to me that he was willing to 
help me succeed any way he could, 
as long as I followed one simple rule:

Don’t ask the same question twice

So that night, after I filled out my HR 
paperwork, I purchased a package
of composition notebooks—you 
know the type with the black and 
white speckled cover—and made a 
few simple decisions:

• I would ask Alex a lot of questions.
• I would write down his responses.
• I would try my very best to respect 
his simple rule.

I soon realized that Alex was, in most 
situations, impatient. He would
express his frustrations with loud 
outbursts. I grew to love hearing the 
responses he gave contractors who 
wanted to change the hand of a 
frame or modify the lever design of a 
mortise lock after they had already 
been purchased. But when he 
worked with me he was composed, 
and, inadvertently taught me what 
authentic humility and grace looked
like.

When in the midst of the many tasks
and responsibilities those of us who 

have worked in distribution find
ourselves in, it was very common for 
me—greener than a four leaf 
clover—to run across something I 
was not familiar with or need a 
second opinion from a seasoned
veteran. I would first pull out my 
composition notebook and scour
through all the previous questions 
and answers to ensure it was not 
something I had asked Alex before. 
If not, I would gather the needed 
documents, my composition
notebook, swallow any pride that 
was floating around my throat and 
head down to his o�ce.

Mentors are, and Alex was:

1. Committed to the responsibility of 
mentoring. A mentor is an advisor
and coach who provides guidance,
gives feedback and freely shares
their experience and expertise. It
takes trust, respect and a deep 
understanding of the personal
development needs of the mentee
to take on this critical responsibility.

Example: There was never a time 
that Alex said he was too busy; 
never a response given that gave me 
an indication that he was not 
interested in sharing, engaging and
guiding me. He did not look for quick
responses; he gave suggestions, 
shared experiences and then had 
me do the work—most of the time 
with him by my side cheering me on.

2. Always recognizing opportunities 
to mentor. A mentor does not always 
wait for the mentee to ask a ques-

Exposed hinges in the hallway would also prevent a liability; 
nurses doctors and security personnel cannot be everywhere at 
the same time. It was important for this installation to have 
ligature-resistant hardware on every opening; not just patient 
rooms.

This question highlighted the most pressing issue regarding life 
safety - reducing liability. Current ligature - resistant and life 
safety technology has met many of the challenges of design and 
installation. Now the challenge is to protect patients from self-
harm.

Ligature-resistant hardware is one of the leading points of 
discussion in the industry, but it is not the only issue. Other 
ADA accessibility issues are still important and worth 
discussing. For example, space constraints are requiring 
creative solutions, especially in urban environments. Efficiency 
apartments, high rise hotels, and tiny homes are all taking over 
more market share. In these installations, every inch matters. 
Architects have to come up with creative solutions like pocket 
doors, sliding barn doors, and movable walls to create these 
spaces and still comply with ADA guidelines.

Some examples include:

 Swing-clear hinges - These hinges feature a 90-degree
bend that holds the door completely away from the
frame when in the open position. This feature provides
more space in a narrow frame to reach the 32-inch clear
width required by the ADA.

 Hospital push-pull - This hardware may look strange,
but operates with a very simple push/pull system. The
large paddles allow people to easily operate the hardware
even if they have reaching or manipulation issues or if
they simply have their hands full.

 Security flush pull-cap - These meet ADA requirements
by being flush against the panel of the door, removing
any catching hazards, but are also designed to be easy to
grasp and use.

 ADA lever - This lever for standard locks meet ADA
requirements for "no-grasping, twisting, or pinching
movements" to operate the opening. It can easily be
operated even with an elbow.

Every year, this magazine features an article highlighting life 
safety and its importance and challenges to the hardware 
industry. The number of questions we receive about this topic 
is also proof of how important it is to the day-to-day design 
challenges of construction professionals.

There is, perhaps, no correct one answer for these questions. 
Every installation is going to have its issues and applications. 
Different types of facilities will solve their life safety differently. 
Our goal is to share these ideas with the design world in the 
hopes of helping every designer make their buildings safer and 
more useful. 
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This lever for standard locks meets ADA requirements for "no 
grasping, twisting, or pinching movements? to operate the 
opening. It can easily be operated, even with an elbow. 




